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Aciqra is an open source software application
that enables you to view the night sky. It can
track 120.00 stars, all 8 planets in our solar

system, the 88 constellations, comets, the sun
and moon. The interface is simple and intuitive,
permitting both experienced and beginners to

use it without encountering any difficulties. The
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main window displays several buttons that let
you access all the options available. In addition

to that, it shows information for the current
view, including the exact time (month, day,

year and hour), longitude, latitude and
elevation. You can show or hide a number of
astronomical objects, including stars, deep
space objects (galaxies, nebulas, clusters),

constellations, ground, natural satellites, earth’s
shadow and equatorial or horizontal grid.

Images of the current view can be saved to the
HDD in a BMP file format (Aciqrasave). By
default, most stars, solar systems, deep space
objects and constellations are tagged, but you
can easily disable this option. The labels are
customizable, seeing they can be set to show

brightness, color, common or scientific names
and size. Clicking on an astronomical object
enables the program to display information
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about it, such as type, equator and horizontal
coordinates, apparent magnitude, surface

brightness and size. This tool opens along with a
command prompt window in which you can

make all sorts of changes. In the program files
you can find a TXT file with all the command
lines which can be applied. All in all, Aciqra is
a home planetarium that can help you follow
the night sky from anywhere on Earth. CPU

and memory usage is moderate and the utility
features drag and drop navigation. Aciqra

Description: Aciqra is an open source software
application that enables you to view the night
sky. It can track 120.00 stars, all 8 planets in

our solar system, the 88 constellations, comets,
the sun and moon. The interface is simple and

intuitive, permitting both experienced and
beginners to use it without encountering any

difficulties. The main window displays several
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buttons that let you access all the options
available. In addition to that, it shows

information for the current view, including the
exact time (month, day, year and hour),

longitude, latitude and elevation. You can show
or hide a number of astronomical objects,

including stars, deep space objects

Aciqra Crack+ Download

Aciqra is a home planetarium, very easy to use
and very customizable. It is compatible with
Windows 98, Windows 2000, Windows XP,

Windows Vista and Windows 7. It is
compatible with all versions of Internet

Explorer, Firefox and Safari. Aciqra enables
you to follow the stars as they appear in the sky,
it shows up to 8 planets, all the suns in the solar
system, constellations, the moon, the sun, the
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midnight sun and the penumbra. It also shows
stars without any parameters, including their

name, brightness, color, spectral type, distance
and magnitude. You can control its display with
mouse or keyboard and see your position on the

planet Earth. It includes two different views,
the night view and the day view. The night view
shows an astronomical sky similar to what we

see at night. You can see the stars,
constellations, planets and planets. In the night
view it is possible to select individual stars or
constellations, move the Earth, zoom in and
zoom out of the universe and set different

parameters to view what you want. In the day
view you can see a fully illuminated world

similar to what you see during the day. Tiling
windows, the ability to save to file and memory.

Very easy to use and very customizable.
Version 1.1.0 – March 2016 – new: Added
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support for Windows 10 – new: added
functionality to save the current view (also

known as tile window) – new: added a simple
tracker for the local magnetic north pole – new:
added 12 new deep space objects – new: added
longitude, latitude, elevation and color for stars
– new: added a comprehensive label menu for
all stars – new: added a new interface option in
the settings – new: added a new date and time
stamp to the planetarium display – new: added

60 deep space objects – new: added 3 new deep
space objects – fixed: fixed issue where the

zooming screen was not displayed – fixed: fixed
incorrect display when searching for galaxies

and nebulas – fixed: fixed issue in depth display
when using a network connection – fixed: fixed
issue when using the add/remove button from

the zoom in/out screen – fixed: fixed issue
where typing a name would not change the
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display – fixed: fixed issue in where clicking in
the night view would not add stars – fixed:
fixed issue with the planetarium display on

Windows 8.1 Version 1.0.4 – August 2014 –
new: added 1d6a3396d6
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Annuarium Cometarium is a star and
planetarium simulator that is suitable for both
beginners and professionals. It offers several
features, including the ability to set the path of
the comet and the orbital plane and even
simulate its tail. You can view a planet or a star
as it rotates and rotate them in 3D, giving you
the opportunity to see them from any angle.
The program features a database of 190,000
astronomical objects. To view the night sky,
you will need to select objects and assign them
a number or name. Among other features, the
software enables you to set the time and date
for each object, show the path of the comet and
rotate the star in 3D. In addition, it can display
and store images of the sky, in the form of a
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JPG, BMP and AVI file format. The main
window is similar to that of other planetarium
software. It has a grid, navigation buttons, the
object list, information about the path and date
and time for each object and a data table,
among other things. You can also add objects,
change the date and time for them and change
the length of their tails. It is a freeware.
Annuarium Cometarium Features: AsteroidAst
eroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroid is an
astronomy simulator with a database of more
than 70,000 celestial objects. In addition to this,
the utility has a search tool, an image viewer,
telescope, magnifying glass and stargazing cam.
You can view all celestial objects in a list,
which you can sort by right- or left-clicking on
the row. However, you can also filter by
coordinates and magnitude. The software
supports 3D mode, which enables you to rotate
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and zoom objects. In addition, you can view
images in JPEG and BMP file formats. All in
all, this tool is a good solution for beginners. As
teroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroi
dAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAst
eroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroi
dAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAst
eroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroi
dAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAsteroidAst
eroidAsteroidAsteroidA

What's New in the Aciqra?

Aciqra is an open source application designed
to track the night sky in all its magnificence,
enabling you to enjoy viewing the skies like
never before! Using Aciqra, you will be able to
observe all the celestial objects, from the Sun,
the moon, the planets and all the thousands of
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stars. It will display them in all their glory in a
simple and easy to use interface. You can easily
navigate through the sky and follow the skies'
course in all directions. You can find the stars,
the planets, constellations and the sun. Apart
from the sky's appearance, you will be able to
view the exact time and date, as well as the day,
hour, month, year and the latitude and
longitude. You can also see the phase of the
moon, surface brightness and size of
astronomical objects such as stars, nebulas,
deep space objects and even constellations. You
can also track any one of the 8 planets in our
solar system, as well as any of the 88
constellations, the moon, the sun and the
moon's shadow. You can also show any objects
that you want. Aciqra is a free, open source
application which runs under Windows and
Linux. It is completely portable, meaning you
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can use it from anywhere on the planet. It
requires no installation, and offers a very easy
to use interface. Included Features: ?
Astronomical object tracking ? Star tracking
(128 stars at any given time) ? Solar system
tracking (planets, sun, moon) ? Constellation
tracking (88 constellations) ? Galactic tracking
(galaxies, nebulas, clusters, star clusters) ?
Observations of any stars, planets, deep space
objects and constellations (of any size) ?
Calendar, date and time tracking ? Comet
tracking ? Deep sky object tracking ? Earth’s
shadow tracking ? Moon tracking ? Sun
tracking ? Field of view tracking ? Telescope
rotation tracking ? Moon phase tracking ?
Satellites tracking ? Supernovae tracking ?
Lunar eclipses tracking ? Sunspots tracking ?
Terrestrial objects tracking (clouds, auroras,
lights, meteors) ? Equatorial and horizontal grid
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tracking ? Earth’s shadow tracking ? Language
support ? Various options to customize ? Drag
& Drop navigation ? Save view to file ? Save
frame to file ? Help Featured Links Join Us On
Facebook About Us Copyright 2014 by
SmallNetBuilder Inc. All rights reserved. The
information on this site may not be reproduced
or used, in whole or in part, without written
permission from SmallNetBuilder. In addition,
the information on this site may not be stored in
a database, dispersed over a network, or
published on other Web sites
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Mac OS X 10.6 (Snow Leopard)
Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or better 3 GB RAM
1.5 GB free hard disk space 32-bit or 64-bit
Windows 7/Vista/XP/Vista (64-bit version
only) Windows 7 32-bit or 64-bit (64-bit
version only) Intel Core 2 Duo
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